MAIN EVENTS

8 STMA PROFILE: STEPHEN GUISE KEEPS SANTA ANITA ON TRACK
Million dollar horses can blaze around the turf track at Santa Anita Park in record time. Yet for turf course superintendent Stephen Guise, keeping that turf, part of the 300 acres under his care, in top-shape is a long race—one that requires dedication and teamwork.

12 OVERSEEDING WARM-SEASON TURFGRASS
Turf managers throughout the warm-season zones turn to overseeding with cool-season grasses for providing winter color and playability. Yet opinions on overseeding practices are anything but uniform. Lake City College instructor John Wildmon explains the process, and offers suggestions for success.

16 PROFESSIONAL DIAMOND OF THE YEAR: MURRAY COOKS AT WEST PALM BEACH
What do you get when you combine a grueling baseball schedule, a multi-field facility and grounds management professionalism to spare? For Murray Cook, Budgie Clark and the rest of the dedicated crew at West Palm Beach Municipal Stadium, it adds up to consistent field excellence—and the 1992 Professional Diamond of the Year Award.
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